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Main Findings

• Paper examines
» Effects of succession planning on management successions

• Main results
» Firms with succession plans

» Are less likely to have forced turnovers
» Have less uncertainty around CEO turnover
» Have faster learning about CEO ability
» Rely primarily on firm-specific information in CEO dismissals
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Anecdotal evidence

After 89 days of “search”, Wendy appoints an internal 
successor
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Anecdotal evidence

Surprising that Wendy did not learn the lesson … from 3 
years before
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Research Question

• Title of the study [”Changing of the Guards: Does Succession Planning 
Matter”] hints at a research question focusing on the impact of 
succession planning on outcomes

• The empirical analysis uses a sample of firms with CEO turnover, and 
examines whether these firms have announced a succession plan prior
to the event

• Does the empirical analysis answer the research question?
– Two types of turnovers:

1. Voluntary turnover (retirement, hired by another firm)
2. Forced turnover (fired, residual cases that are reclassified)

– Voluntary turnovers are “anticipated”, while forced turnovers are 
unanticipated

• Firms tend to announce a plan for voluntary turnovers, but 
should plan for unanticipated events
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Research Question
• Does the empirical evidence answer the research question?

– Voluntary turnovers are “anticipated”, while forced turnovers are 
“unanticipated”

• Firms tend to announce a plan for voluntary turnovers, but should 
plan for unanticipated events

• Simple examples:
– Suppose a CEO wants early retirement. If the event is announced 6 

months prior to the turnover, the turnover is classified as a voluntary 
turnover

• Reverse causality concerns
• Longer succession planning horizon

– Suppose the board considers to fire the CEO due to bad performance. 
If the firm has a succession plan it will be more likely to fire the CEO

• Expect to see more forced turnovers for firms with a succession 
plan
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Data

» Sample of CEO successions
» 3,280 observations between 1994 and 2010

» Sample of competitor firms
» 20 most comparable firms based on text-based network industry 

classifications within three-digit industry classifications
» Fraction of competitor firms that have adopted a succession plan 

is used as instrument for firm’s decision to implement a 
succession plan

» How many firms without a management succession have a 
succession plan? 

» How do CEO characteristics affect succession planning?
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Data
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Endogeneity – IV analysis

» Authors instrument succession plans using the adoption of 
succession plans among close competitors

» Motivation
» “Identification is an important concern in studying the effects of 

succession planning on CEO turnover due to the likely 
endogeneity of succession planning to firm attributes”

» Almost no discussion of validity of instrument
» What is the main endogeneity concern?
» Why would firms adopt succession plans, because their 

competitors do?
» How does the instrument alleviates the endogeneity concern?
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Endogeneity – IV analysis

» Endogeneity concerns depend on the dependent variable

» Voluntary vs. forced turnovers
» Reverse causality

» Firms adopt succession plans because they anticipate 
voluntary turnover due to retirement

» Uncertainty & learning about CEO ability
» Omitted variable bias

» Firms with succession plans have better corporate 
governance

» Validity of instrument depends on how well the instrument 
addresses these concerns
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Endogeneity – IV analysis

» Authors instrument succession plans using the adoption of 
succession plans among close competitors

» Why would firms adopt succession plans because competitors do?
» Industry norms?
» “Common CEO labor market among firms rival firms”

» CEO characteristics (age, retirement)
» Outside succession (voluntary turnover)

» Industry performance & CEO turnover (Jenter and Kanaan, 
2015)

» Important to understand why firms might exogenously adopt 
succession plans
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Conclusion

This study examines whether succession planning impacts CEO 
turnover

» The authors can say more about which firms are planning for 
succession

» CEO characteristics
» Labour market conditions
» Planning horizon

» Exposition of identification strategy should be improved
» What are the main endogeneity concerns and how does 

the instrument address these concerns

» Looking forward to the next draft …
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